Fireplace Operational
Instructions
Tips:
 Once fireplace has been installed, let it run for 10-15 hours to wear the burnt smell off.
For fastest results, let the fireplace burn constantly for 4-5 hours at a time. Smoke
detectors may alarm. Opening doors and windows is encouraged to help vent the smell
out. This is caused by the curing of the paint and the burning off of any oils remaining
from manufacturing.
 There may be condensation on the glass; this is a result of gas combustion and
temperature variations. As the appliance warms, the condensation will disappear.
 There will be blue flames (hottest flames); this is a result of normal operation and the
flames will begin to yellow as the appliance is allowed to burn for 20-40 minutes.
Things to Remember:
 The screen panel must stay in place. It is for safety precautions thus removing it voids all
warranties on the product!!!
 The fireplace may take a few seconds for the pilot to light and ignite.
 Do NOT put batteries in the battery backup pack within the unit. Keep spare batteries
near but not in fireplace.
 The fireplace mantle will get hot, be careful to touch and use fire resistant decorations.
 If there is a fan within your fireplace, it is on a remote timer. The fan will turn on
automatically after the unit has been running for 7-15 minutes (this is to build hot air in
the box and then blow it out), run continuously, and then will stop blowing after the unit
has been turned off for 7-15 minutes (again, to push remaining hot air out of the box).
 If fireplace does not turn on (beeps but no flame), reset (re-sync) the remote control to the
fireplace. (see attached directions)
Maintenance:
 Do NOT use ammonia based cleaning products on the glass (ie: Windex). This will
cause a permanent rainbow on the glass. To clean use a gas fireplace glass cleaner or a
stove top glass cleaner.
 Annual service technician inspection consists of inspecting/cleaning the gasket seal, glass
assembly, firebox, burner ignition and operation, etc.
**Brandt Heating can do this at the time of a furnace routine service appointment**
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